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1.INTRODUCTION 
Nowadays, digital watermarking is applied in a variety of applications such as copyright 

protection, tampering detection, fingerprinting, broadcast monitoring, data tracking, copy control, 
etc. [2,3,14]. This technique can be applied to various data formats like image, video, audio, text, 
XML, rational database, and many others [1,2,3,4,6,7]. 

Currently, text documents are widely used for information exchange. They are omnipresent in 
the form of newspapers, books, web pages, contracts, advertisements, cheques , identification 
documents, etc. At the same time, they can be widely distributed in electronic different forms via 
Internet communications [15]. Copyright protection and tampering detection for these text 
documents are indispensable problems.  

Watermarking techniques for text documents can be classified according to the following 
methods: watermarking directly in plain text documents, watermarking in formatted text 
documents, and watermarking in text images. For plain text, there are three major approaches: 
open space based methods hide information in the document through manipulation of white 
space, syntactic based methods utilize punctuation, and semantic based methods employ the 
words themselves to do the same [5,9]. With formatted text, there are two typical approaches: 
first, changing the space between words, lines or letters to embed information; second, changing 
the format of document like font styles, names and size, etc. [2,8,10]. For text image, there is a 
possibility to apply methods of formatted text on a scanned document or feature coding methods 
[1,11,12,13]. As with Vietnamese documents, however, we use of special characteristics of the 
languages in order to strengthen the security degree as well as the effectiveness of watermarking. 

In this article, we propose a novel approach to digital watermarking for Vietnamese 
documents. Security information is embedded into the documents by shifting up or down a small 
gap of Vietnamese signs in the documents. The security information can be used for copyright 
protection and tampering detection of Vietnamese documents. Our approach can also be applied 
to other languages that have Vietnamese like signs as Russian, Spanish, Portuguese, etc. 

The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 presents details of the proposed 
embedding phase. Section 3 presents details of the detection phase. Section 4 presents system 
implementation and experimental results. Our conclusions and future work are presented in the 
last section. 

2.EMBEDDING PHASE 

Vietnamese is the national and official language in Vietnam. Much vocabulary of Vietnamese 
has been borrowed from Chinese, and it was originally written based on the Chinese writing 
system. The Vietnamese writing system in use today is an adapted version of the Latin alphabet, 
with additional diacritics for tones and certain letters. The Vietnamese alphabet, called script of 
the national language is the current writing system for the Vietnamese language [16]. The 
Vietnamese alphabet has 29 letters as shown in Table 1. Letters ‘F’, ‘J’, ‘W’ and ‘Z’ are not part 
of the Vietnamese alphabet, but are used in foreign loan words. 

Table 1. Vietnamese alphabet. 

A Ă Â B C D Đ E Ê G H I K L M 
a ă â b c d đ e ê g h i k l m 



N O Ô Ơ P Q R S T U Ư V X Y  
n o ô ơ p q r s t u ư v x y  

 
Vietnamese vowels are pronounced with a tone. There are six tones in Vietnamese: level 

tone, hanging tone, sharp tone, asking tone, tumbling tone, heavy tone. Most of the tones are put 
upper the vowels; however, the heavy tone is put lower the vowels. Table 2 shows the description 
of Vietnamese six tones. Some Vietnamese vowels have special signs as circumflex accent on 
Latin alphabet as ‘ă’, ‘â’, ‘ê’, etc. We call the above six tones and the special signs Vietnamese 
signs. 

Table 2. Description of Vietnamese six tones [16]. 

Name Description Diacritic Vietnamese English meaning 
level tone high level (no mark) ma  ghost 
hanging tone low falling ` (grave accent) mà  but 
sharp tone high rising ´ (acute accent) má  cheek, mother  
asking tone dipping-rising  ̉ (hook) mả  tomb, grave 
tumbling tone breaking-rising ˜ (tilde) mã  horse, code 
heavy tone constricted   ̣ (dot below) mạ  rice seedling 

 
If Vietnamese signs are shifted up or down a small gap, the Vietnamese document will 

slightly be changed but it is very hard for reader by eyes to recognize the document has been 
changed. As a result, the secret information can be embedded into Vietnamese documents by 
shifting up or down a small gap of Vietnamese signs. Note that this still keeps the document’s 
contents unchanged. This methodology could be applied to other language as Russian, Spanish, 
Portuguese, etc. 

In Vietnamese documents, characteristic of the heavy tone is the same as punctuation mark’s, 
and so it’s hard to differentiate these signs. By this reason, they are out used in our proposed 
approach. For dot upper letters ‘i’ and ‘j’, they could be recognized by the body part of these 
letters. Therefore, letters ‘i’ and ‘j’ could be used for embedding information in our approach. 

Fig. 1 shows letters in Vietnamese documents can be employed to embed information. For 
letters having one sign upper like ‘i’, ‘j’, ‘ă’, ‘â’, ‘ô’, ‘ê’, ‘Ă’, ‘Â’, ‘Ô’, etc. the upper sign can be 
shifted. For letters having two signs upper like ‘ằ’, ‘ắ’, ‘ẳ’, ‘ẵ’, ‘Ằ’, ‘Ắ’, ‘Ẳ’, ‘Ẵ’, ‘ầ’, ‘ấ’, ‘ẩ’, ‘ẫ’, 
etc. the upmost sign is the one can be chosen to shift. 
       

 
 

Fig. 1. Letters can be selected to embed information. 
 

For Vietnamese documents, number of bit can be embedded depending on each word. Some 
words do not have any Vietnamese sign as ‘anh’, ‘em’, ‘nam’, etc., and thus they can not be 
embedded any bit. Some words as ‘tháng’, ‘ngày’, ‘buồn’, etc. have one letter containing a 
Vietnamese sign, so they can be embedded one bit. Words like ‘tiếng’, ‘nói’, ‘việt’, etc. can be 
embedded two bits because they contain two letters with special signs. Especially, words such as 

Ă Â Ô Ê  
À Ằ Ầ È Ề Ì Ò Ồ Ờ Ù Ừ Ỳ 
Á Ắ Ấ É Ế Í Ó Ố Ớ Ú Ứ Ý 
Ả Ẳ Ẩ Ẻ Ể Ỉ Ỏ Ổ Ở Ủ Ử Ỷ 
Ã Ẵ Ẫ Ẽ Ễ Ĩ Õ Ỗ Ỡ Ũ Ữ Ỹ 
 

i j ă â ô ê  
à ằ ầ è ề ì ò ồ ờ ù ừ ỳ 
á ắ ấ é ế í ó ố ớ ú ứ ý 
ả ẳ ẩ ẻ ể ỉ ỏ ổ ở ủ ử ỷ 
ã ẵ ẫ ẽ ễ ĩ õ ỗ ỡ ũ ữ ỹ 
 



‘giải’, ‘giãi’, ‘giới’, etc. can be embedded three bits. A statistical result for the embedding 
capacity of 10 casual Vietnamese documents is shown in Table 3. The second, third, and forth 
columns display the number of words in each document, the number of bit can be embedded into 
each document, and the embedding rate, respectively. We can observe that this is an encouraging 
result because the embedding rate (the number of embedded bits vs. the document length) is high 
– that is over 98% averagely. Fig. 2 graphically depicts this result more clearly. 

Table 3. Capacity of embedding into Vietnamese documents. 

No Number of 
words 

Number of 
embedded bits 

Embedding rate 
(%) 

1 123 128 104.07 
2 74 75 101.35 
3 108 96 88.89 
4 206 206 100.00 
5 127 128 100.79 
6 170 166 97.65 
7 162 155 95.68 
8 184 185 100.54 
9 189 179 94.74 

10 77 75 97.40 
Total 1420 1393 98.10 

 

 
Fig. 2. Embedding rate. 

Security information must be converted to binary data before embedded into Vietnamese 
documents. Binary data are embedded serially into a Vietnamese document from top to bottom on 
each line of documents. Vietnamese signs are slightly shifted up or down based on values of their 
corresponding watermark bits. If the watermark bit has value as 1, the sign is shifted up; 
otherwise, the sign is shifted down. The shifted gap for embedding job must be small enough to 
make small changes to the original document but spacious enough to retrieve the embedded 
information. In practice, a shifting gap value of 1/150 inch for Vietnamese signs can balance the 
two. 

In our proposed approach, the PostScript format is used to embed security information into 
Vietnamese document. The reason why we determine to choose the PostScript format is that the 
underlying of this format is a page description programming language. In addition, PDF format is 
the popular file format in the Internet communities, so watermarked Vietnamese documents will 
be converted to this format, containing only image instead of texts, before being published. 

To conclude this section, we summarize steps of our approach to watermark a Vietnamese 
document as follows: firstly, converting security information to binary data; secondly, converting 



the document to PostScript format; thirdly, embedding the binary data into the document as 
described above; finally, converting watermarked documents to PDF format. 

3.DETECTION PHASE 

Documents to be checked will be scanned and stored as images if we have their hard copies. 
Otherwise, their electronic versions can be used directly during this detection phase. The resulting 
images should be filtered with noises that may occur while scanning. After that, embedded 
information will be retrieved from the images without the original documents. The scanners can 
scan documents with various resolutions. If the documents are scanned with high resolution, 
Vietnamese signs can be recognized easily with high accuracy but the processing to recover the 
information need more time. If the documents are scanned with low resolution, the processing to 
recover the information is difficult. In practice, the scanned documents with 300 dpi resolutions 
are cost-efficient for a high precision detection. 

Embedded information is recovered relying on absolute positions between Vietnamese signs 
and Latin characters. Let h, h’ denote the gap between Vietnamese sign and Latin letter before 
and after embedding information. If h’>h, embedded data is 1, otherwise it is 0. Fig. 3 shows an 
example of detecting embedded information from letters ‘à’. Part (a) illustrates for retrieving rule 
with bit 1 (h’>h) and part (b) illustrates for retrieving rule with bit 0 (h’<h). Detection phase 
works with specific resolution and h are always known. Therefore, this phase does not need the 
original documents. 

 
 

Fig. 3. Example of detecting embedded information. 

For Vietnamese documents, gaps between signs and Latin letters are different depending on 
each signs and each letters. Therefore, to retrieve embedded information properly, this feature 
should be noted. Fig. 4 shows an example with letters in this case. These letters are not embedded 
with any security information but h1>h2>h3>h4. 

In order to cope with this problem, to retrieve the security information from images, the 
decoder has to recognize Vietnamese signs based on a pre-built set of masks. If a sign is 
recognized, the decoder will calculate the gap from sign to lower vowel to determine the 
embedded data if have. Masks are different for different signs or the same signs but styles are 
different. Fig. 5 shows example masks of sharp sign with different styles. 

h h’ 

h h’ 

(a) 

(b) 



 

Fig. 4. Different gaps between signs and letters. 

 

 

Fig. 5. Masks for sharp sign recognizing. 
 

Overall, we summarize steps of the detection phase as follows: firstly, scanning the document 
and saving it as an image; secondly, filtering noises of this image; finally, detecting security 
information from the scanned image (to get the embedded watermark, if have). 

4.SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 

To establish the practical value of our approach, we build a prototype system. The prototype 
works properly for Vietnamese documents in Microsoft Word format with Times New Roman 
font, size 13, 1.5 line spacing, and shifted value is set to 1/150 inch. If changing the size of the 
font or changing the font itself of the document, some program parameters need to be modified 
accordingly. The module for embedding information works fine. However, the decoder module 
only runs on normal style documents and works rather slowly.  Fig. 6 shows example screenshots 
of the prototype system: Part (a) depicts a screenshot of the embedding phase and part (b) depicts 
a screenshot of the detection phase. 

Microsoft Word is one of the most popular text editors so this software is chosen to create 
original Vietnamese documents and then they will be converted to PostScript format. To convert 
a Microsoft Word document to a PostScript file, there are many approaches as printing to a file by 
using Microsoft Word options, using Adobe Acrobat [17], etc. The PostScript codes generated 
from a Vietnamese Microsoft Word document using the above mechanisms would be very hard to 
examine and understand. We need only basic PostScript codes in order to carry out the 
watermarking process. DOC to Image Converter tool [18] is such a tool that is suitable for 
analyzing and recognizing Vietnamese signs in generated PostScript file. We used this tool in our 
tests to transform a Vietnamese document to a PostScript file. 

h2 h1 

h3 

h4 



     
a)Embedding phase  

 
(b) Detection phase 

Fig. 6. Example screenshots of the prototype system. 
 

The PDF format is the most popular file format in the internet communities, so embedded 
Vietnamese documents should be converted to this format. There are some softwares to support 
the conversion from PostScript to PDF format document like Adobe Acrobat, Ghostscript [19], 
etc. Ghostscript, a popular free and open source product, is chosen in all our tests. Fig. 7 shows an 
example of Vietnamese text that was tested with the prototype system (cf. Appendix). Part (a) 
illustrates the original text, and part (b) illustrates the embedded text. 

 
Original text 



 
Embedded text 

Fig. 7. An example of Vietnamese text. 
 

Documents to be examined are scanned and stored as 8-bits grayscale images with 300 dpi 
resolution. The resulting images should be filtered with noises that may occur while scanning. 
Building a noisy filter application requires a good algorithm which is usually rather complicated. 
Photoshop [20] is the available image processing software with many good functions suitable for 
the filtering purpose. Using Photoshop to filter noises is quite convenient and it is also employed 
for all our tests in order to the scanned image. Filtering noises using Photoshop requires four 
steps: rotate canvas, convert to grayscale image, calibrate Contrast parameter at +30, and calibrate 
Brightness parameter at +30. After this step, the resulting image can be used as the input for the 
detection phase. Table 4 shows the experimental results of eight scanned documents. Note that, if 
electric copy of the document is used instead, 100% of the bits are detected. The first column 
displays the order number of the documents. The second column displays the number of bits 
which had been embedded into documents. The third column displays the number of detected 
bits. The fourth column shows the correct rate of the detection. We can observe that this is a good 
performance because the correct detection rate (the number of detected bits vs. the number of 
embedded ones) is over 90% averagely. Fig. 8 shows this result more clearly. 

Table 4. Experimental results with Vietnamese documents. 

No Number of 
embedded bits 

Number of 
detected bits 

Correct rate 
(%) 

1 83 79 95.18 
2 56 56 100.00 
3 62 61 98.39 
4 72 68 94.44 
5 57 57 100.00 
6 65 64 98.46 
7 42 39 92.86 
8 44 40 90.91 
9 58 56 96.55 
10 64 61 95.31 
Total 603 581 96.35 

 



 

Fig. 8. Correct detection rate. 

 

5.CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

This article proposes a novel approach using Vietnamese signs to digital watermarking for 
Vietnamese documents. Security information can be extracted for both copyright protection and 
tempering detection purposes. The embedded document is nearly the same as the original one, 
and so the reader could not find any differences by eyes. To the best of our knowledge, the 
proposed approach is the vanguard solutions to digital watermarking for Vietnamese document 
that employing specific aspects of the language. Our theoretical analyses and empirical 
experiments have established the practical value of the approach. 

In the future, embedding more information to Vietnamese documents by using letters with 
two signs, heavy tone, and implementing a mechanism for extracting security information 
effectively from Vietnamese documents (including scanned documents) such as using neural 
network are also of our great interest. Moreover, building security information with fault 
tolerance is a challenging issue and it is also among our planned future work. Last but not least, 
applying this research result to real-world application domains such as Vietnamese digital 
libraries is also one of our most interesting concerns. 

Appendixes 
Fig. 5’s Vietnamese text is translated to English version:  
HCMUT is a centre of technology industry and management training. Graduate students from 

HCMUT have strong professional skills, which are the same level as those of other developed 
countries in the Southeast Asia. Our training activities have made remarkable contributions to 
satisfy the requirements of man power for the industrialization and modernization in Vietnam 
generally and Southern Vietnam areas particularly. 
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